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On the need to RETHINK Everything

The dogmas of the quiet past, are inadequate to the 
stormy present. The occasion is piled high with 

difficulty, and we must rise – with the occasion. As our 
case is new, so we must think anew, and act anew. We 
must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our 
country…  We shall nobly save, or meanly lose, the last 

best hope on earth.

Abraham Lincoln 
Annual Message to Congress 

Washington, D.C. 
December, 1862



“Al-Qaeda 2.0



Al Qaeda’s Plan – from 2002
Reported by Fouad Hussein in 2005



Al Qaeda’s Plan – from 2002
Reported by Fouad Hussein in 2005



Orlando



Forecasted: on May 26, 2016, warning of ISIS branded 
terror attacks in the June period was provided

A declared jihadi 
attacked in Orlando on 
June 12, 2016 
identifying as ISIS. 

Actions were in line with 
with the identified time 
period, were in keeping 
with both al-Qaeda & 
ISIS target sets, and 
followed known 
engagement practices



Al-Qaeda Publishes After Action Assessment of 
Orlando -

The killer made a point 
to identify as ISIS; 
explaining in detail his 
reason for acting. 

An Imam speaks to the 
media with first 
responders to set the 
narrative.



San Bernardino Case Study

From beginning to end, Muslim Brotherhood 
front groups retained positive control of the 
narrative concerning events related to the 

jihadi killings at San Bernardin0



San Bernardino – before the FBI held its press 
conference, the Brotherhood set the narrative



San Bernardino – On the evening of the killings, the 
Attorney General commits to Muslim Advocates



San Bernardino – the family was knee-deep in 
Brotherhood associations



San Bernardino – DHS Secretary likewise associates with 
Brotherhood leadership during event



Given the close 
relationship between 
law enforcement and 
MB front groups, 
could this help explain 
why law abiding 
Muslims might choose 
not to report suspicious 
activities to law 
enforcement? 



Reduced to Incoherence
Defeat in the Information Battlespace



The NARRATIVE Controls

 The very way we talk about this war ensures that we are not 
able to effectively engage it.

 “Leaderless jihad, human terrain, violent extremist, lone 
wolf” – its all non-sense made to sound analytical

 All speak to behavioral models that explain motivation 
 In doing so, cause in fact explanations are replaced by sophistic narratives

 When watching reporting after an event, note the struggle is 
to impose narratives that address real events in theoretical 
terms



Non-kinetic attacks are basis of the threat’s main effort

 It executes at the political warfare level
 targeting control of decisionmaking 
 through control of the narratives used to analyze and 

discuss the threat

 Two primary vectors
 UN Resolution 16/18
 The CVE (Countering Violent Extremism)

 Later, attention will be direct at the CVE

 The “radicalization” narrative is a dead end

WHY?



Because President Sisi wasn’t talking to “radicalized” 
imams about “radicalized” “misinterpretations” of Islamic 
sacred texts – the problem is not that simple

President Sisi was 
addressing the super elites 
of Islam – the imams of 
al-Azhar, at the center of 
Islamic thought - al-Azhar, 
about sacred shariah as 
classically taught & 
understood

President Sisi understands the problem. Our “violent extremism” narratives not only 
get in the say of recognizing the problem, they support  Muslim Brotherhood objectives



We are in a political war
- - that really is about control of speech 



- - and ISIS is Islamic
When counter-terror 
policy depends on what 
is or is not considered 
“Islamic” – Al-Azhar 
should trump all 
competing claims

Question – Why is it 
okay for national 
security leaders to make 
unsourced claims about 
Islam while punishing 
competing claims? 



2014 – Prestigious international counterterror 
NGO identifies main sources of terrorism -



2014 – But fails to really identify “causes of 
terrorism” – counterterrorism the CVE way



Ladies and Gentlemen, We are at war

 With openly declared enemies who -

 Identify themselves

 Identify their strategies

 Base their actions on published threat doctrines

 The core doctrine is grounded in Islamic law of jihad

 That the Muslim Brotherhood operationalized

 That jihadi organization formulate strategies, plans, 
operations and tactics to engage based on it



We are also in a War –

 With with less clearly identified threats who don’t declare

 They execute n0n-kinetic strategies and operations 
hidden in plain sight 
 With developed and published plans and operations

 With core doctrines likewise grounded in Islamic law -

 Most notably - the OICs 2005 “Ten Year Programme of 
Action” drives -
 UN Resolution 16/18

 The Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) narrative

 Managed internationally by the OIC – through diplomatic channels 

 Managed domestically by Muslim Brotherhood Front Groups – through 
penetration of government, media, and faith communities



On Perpetuating Splinter Movements



We are at war & the greatest threats are not the terror 
attacks – but deep penetration and subversion

 Specifically, non-kinetic attacks executed at the political 
warfare level

 i.e., deception, penetration & subversion 

 That our side -

 Does not recognize

 Does not understand

 And cannot account for

 As a result, we are implementing the threat’s strategies on 
their behalf – as called for by the threat’s own strategy 



Key Players – Islam
The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)



Key Players – Islam
The Muslim Brotherhood



Key Players – Islam
The Muslim Brotherhood in America – Who are they?



Political Warfare is about the Counter-State & 
Competitive Synthesis 



On the Maoist Counter-state and the Muslim 
Brotherhood

The people are the sea that the revolutionary swims in. 
Mao Zedong

An awakening is a tributary that supplies and reinforces a 
movement. 

Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, 
Chief Jurist, the Muslim Brotherhood

If an intelligence officer assessed activity in a foreign country as an 
insurgency based on activities we see occurring inside the U.S., it 

would be taken seriously.



The Enemy’s Main Effort is a Sustained Strategic 
Information Campaign at the Political Warfare Level

 Threat Objective: Win the war by denying you the ability 
to identify him thereby allowing him to control you

 You cannot defeat an enemy you will not define

“Tactics without 
strategy is the noise 

before defeat.”
Sun Tzu

The Art of War

~600 B.C.

We do not understand the 
movement, and until we do, we 
are not going to defeat it . . . We 
have not defeated the idea. We 

do not even understand the idea. 
Michael Nagata

Maj Gen, Special Operations
December 2014



Forecasted: in July, 2007, in the Joint Military Intelligence 
Thesis, warning that current counter-terror effort would 
lead to strategic incomprehension



In the next administration -
we need a REAL Campaign Plan

to DEFEAT a REAL enemy



We need to fight this as if it were a real war demanding
REAL Intelligence that Enables Real Campaign Plans that:

 Attack the Enemy’s Strategy 
 (and not sophistry in the form of behavioral models)

 Create Unity of Effort

 Generates Economic and Military Efficiencies

 Lines of efforts include (matched against hostile LOEs)
 Political – Mobilization and Resourcing
 Violent – Terrorism both Maneuver and Positional
 Non-Violent – Synchronized Subversion and Influence
 Alliance – Enemy of My Enemy
 International – Sanctuary, including Digital Security



Strategic Incomprehension – who are those vetted 
moderates America defers its national security to?

“Vetted Moderates”

A leader of LIFG, 
Abdelhakim Belhadj was 
renditioned in 2004.

Belhadj is a leader of 
ISIS in Libya. 

Senators McCain and Graham with Belhadj

Are these the same type of “vetted moderates” vetting Syrian refugees?



The CVE
(Countering Violent Extremism)



Key Players –
The Confused



June 16, 2016 - House passes “Countering Radicalization 
Act” to stop “Radical Islam” in wake of Orlando

“. . . The attack perpetrated by a 
radical Islamist terrorist is a 
sobering reminder that radical
Islamists are targeting our 
country and our way of life . . .  
That is why I introduced, and the 
House passed, the Countering 
Terrorist Radicalization Act. This 
bill enhances security measures 
and prevents radical Islamist 
extremism from luring more 
people down the path of 
radicalization and terrorism here 
at home.” 

June 16, 2016



June 2016 – CRA passed in response to “Radical 
Islamist Terrorist” attack in Orlando - -

But –

1) Radical only 
appears twice in the 
bill, both times in the 
title

2) Islam doesn’t 
appear at all



The “CVE Act” ALSO never mentions “radical Islam”



The definitions are functionally the same – §2331 (5) (B) lists the 
elements of what constitutes “‘ideologically motivated” terrorism

“Violent extremism” means “terrorism” as defined in 18 
USC 2331; it serves as a replacement term



Terrorism vs. Violent Extremism: they are not the 
same
 CVE legislation institutionalizes a competing parallel 

statutory basis for terrorism 
 Terrorism focuses on facts and demand evidence
 Violent extremism conforms to narratives arising from 

outside the statutory framework

 Violent extremism repositions terrorism to conform to 
the CVE narrative designed to subsumes the 
counterterror effort to postmodern constructs that find 
meaning outside the U.S. statutory framework

 The CVE does not enhance the counterterror effort, it 
replaces it



In July, 2007, a Joint Military Intelligence Thesis warned of 
being trapped ruinous processes that guarantees defeat



George Washington University’s “Program on 
Extremism” – who are we learning from?



November 2011 – DHS Office of Intelligence Analysis 
releases “lexicon” that fails to recognize terror threats 
from Islamic circles



- - but takes focused interest other “extremists” based on race 
and ideology



January 2008

January 2009 - institutionalized obsession with dubiously 
defined “Right Wing Extremism” that continues today



2015 – Interoperable narrative set at the national level



The CVE has a substantial pedigree beyond American 
borders operating outside the framework of U.S. Law. 

 The trajectory of the CVE suppresses speech through 
constructed hate speech paradigms that American law 
recognizes as prior restraint



July 2015 – State partners with Sawab in UAE on 
CVE



Fall 2015 – State also partners with Hidayah in the 
UAE on CVE



August 2015 – The OIC leaders in CVE – with “over 20 
years” in CVE, what role did it play in establishing the 
narrative?

Substantial long-term foreign 
influence behind the CVE that predates
U.S. involvement. 



While procedurally different, its difficult to substantively 
distinguish the CVE from UN Res 16/18 



2015 – OSCE and other international associations 
promote CVE – develop a recognizable narrative



Whether from the left or from Islamic sources, 
CVE transitions to hate speech paradigms 



Note – DHS language parallels the international 
CVE narrative



Key Players – the left in international forums 
(A Center of Gravity)



May 2015 – U.S. official at OSCE forum in Vienna, 
Austria says “violent extremism” not 1 + 1 = 2



Key Players – the left in international forums 
(a center of gravity)



Key Players – the left in international forums 
(A Center of Gravity)



Key Players –
The Interfaith Movement 



Key Players –
The Interfaith Movement 

When ministers, priests & rabbis 
accuse fellow members of 

Islamophobia, whose policies 
are they  enforcing?



Forecasted: in May, 2015, warning the potential end-
state of the war if action not taken


